Emergency- no nuts or fruits in mountain

Urgent Request:
To coexist with bears in danger of extinction,
share acorns in villages to them
- Chasing and hunting bears triggers human-bear accidents～豊かな森を次世代へ～
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Though there have been various theories of the cause like global warming, acid
rain insects, awful “mortality of oak trees” that trees of acorns are massively dying
on a massive scale this year, following 2019.

Bears get inhabitable in the forests

and end up with coming down to show up where humans live in a starving state and
getting killed as harmful beasts.
A great deal of bears are attracted by traps, captured and killed easily in 2020
as well.

Because of depopulation and aging in villages, bears can come down. In

this situation, the number of black bears is decreasing due to overhunting and they
can become extinct regionally.
We, Japan Bear and Forest Society has been acting eagerly to maintain rich
forests as a national conservation organization, and to coexist with bears we request
urgent countermeasures to the Ministry of the Environment, prefectures and each
local government.

Urgent Request :To coexist with bears
1 Give acorns and fruits in villages to bears.
if there is danger of human-bear accidents.

Carry them to the mountain

2 To prevent human-bear accident, keep bears from being captured and
killed as far as possible

3 Plant trees that can bear crops to feed bears such as chestnuts at a foot
of mountains to stop them from coming out to villages
4 To prevent human-bear accidents, mow the bush that bears can hide
and remove things that attract animals
5

Restore and return the habitat that we took away, providing a place for wild

animals to live again.

